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From: zc design [zc@humandesignsystem.com]
Sent: 19 September 2001 12:26
To: zc design clients
Subject: Human Design Network Update 8.16

In today’s update:
-- 2002 Pocket Ephemeris now available
-- The Colors class now available on CD
-- Lower price on complete set of 64 Gates CDs
-- Golden Web Awards
-- New rules for international shipping

-- 2002 Pocket Ephemeris now available

The 2002 Pocket Ephemeris is now shipping. This is the 9th
edition of the standard portable ephemeris, now at a lower
price.

$10 (plus $1.50 shipping**)
2001 issue on sale $8**

-- The Colors class now available on CD

Underneath the world of individual Human Design and the Body
Graph are layers of imprint that assign each human to a few
general categories of purpose and destiny. A line is divided
into six colors, a color is divided into six tones and a tone is
divided into five bases. To actually calculate to this degree of
specificity, you need to have a very accurate birth time,
recorded to the second.
This class on the Colors is part of the "Global Incarnation
Index."
The edition on six CDs is another installment of the unedited
and un-indexed "Rough Cut" series.

$72 (plus $7.20 shipping**)

-- Lower price on complete set of 64 Gates CDs

The price for the complete set of 64 CDs on all the gates and
their lines is now only $750 (plus shipping**).

-- Golden Web Awards

For the third consecutive year www.humandesignsystem.com has



won the prestigious Golden Web Award  “In recognition of
creativity, integrity and excellence on the Web.”

-- New rules for international shipping

We can no longer replace lost international shippings free of
charge. Customers can request insurance and will be charged
accordingly. Orders without insurance are the client's
responsibility.

** shipping  $4 for orders up to $40,
    except for Pocket Ephemeris and charts $1.50/each
** 10% for orders from $40 to $150
** orders above $150 usually only $15
** international shipping extra
** NM residents add 6.3% tax

To order call 505 758-2909
or email mailto:zc@humandesignsystem.com
or visit www.shop.humandesignsystem.com

zc design
PO Box 195
Taos NM 87571 USA
505 758-2909 (voice)
505 758-3925 (fax)
mailto:zc@humandesignsystem.com
www.humandesignsystem.com

zc design has previously been operating as New Sun Services
America and has been instrumental in introducing and
establishing the Human Design System in America.
The Human Design Network Newsletter, by now in its 8th year, is
occasionally sent by conventional mail to clients of zc design.
The Human Design Network Update e-mails are sent in between
printed issues.
To be removed from this list, please reply and write "remove" in
the subject line.


